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Background:Mast cell leukemia (MCL) is a highly life-threatening and extremely rare subtype of systemic mastocytosis (SM). MCL
often genetically contains one or more somatic mutations, particularly activating mutations of KIT. This study reported on an acute
MCL patient who had a rare phenotype and genetic mutants with a history of primary malignant mediastinal germ cell tumor (GCT).
Case Presentation: A 30-year-old Asian male patient who underwent two rounds of surgery and chemotherapy with a history of
primary mediastinal GCT (PM-GCTs) was admitted to our hospital due to persistent chest pain and severe fatigue. The diagnosis of
acute MCL was confirmed via morphology analysis and chemical staining of marrow aspirate, as well as via marrow biopsy, with the
addition of C-findings that included splenomegaly and cytopenia. The atypical MCs were phenotypically positive for CD117 and CD9
but weakly positive for CD2 and negative for CD25. Next-generation sequencing of the marrow aspirate identified heterozygous
mutations in TP53 P301Qfs*44, FLT3 R973X, SETBP1 N272D, and JAK3 I688F, whereas mutations in KITwere not found. Although
the initial therapy of corticosteroids, ruxolitinib, and dasatinib-based regimens was effective, he died of acute respiratory distress
syndrome after the first cycle of chemotherapy with cladribine and cytarabine. The patient’s survival time was 2.4 months after the
initial presentation of MCL.
Conclusion: In this case, MCL preceded by PM-GCTs had similar clinical symptoms and morphological manifestations but distinctly
different genetic profiles than primary MCL. The characteristic morphology of MCL provides the most pivotal evidence that led our
diagnosis in the correct direction. A competing hypothesis is that there is a common embryonal cancer stem cell between PM-GCTs
and secondary MCL, and the latter is gradually developed in the context of additional “driver mutations”.
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Introduction
Mastocytosis is a malignant disease characterized by the clonal expansion and infiltration of mast cells (MCs) in the skin,
marrow, and other organs. Mastocytosis is clinically divided into cutaneous mastocytosis, systemic mastocytosis (SM),
and localized MC tumors. The first form usually appears in childhood and has a favorable prognosis, and the latter two
forms frequently develop in adulthood.1 SM is a rare subtype characterized by multifocal infiltration of MCs in the bone
marrow and other organs.

The diagnostic criteria of SM are classified into major and minor criteria. The major criteria indicate multifocal dense
infiltrates of MCs (≥ 15 MCs in aggregates) in BM biopsies and/or in other extracutaneous organs. The minor criteria
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include a). > 25% of atypical MCs are detected on BM smears or are spindle-shaped in MC infiltrates that are detected on
other organs; b). an activating point mutation at codon 816 of KIT in the marrow or another extracutaneous organ; c).
MCs in the marrow, blood, or another extracutaneous organ exhibit CD2 and/or CD25; and d). the baseline serum
tryptase level is > 20 ng/mL (unless there is an associated myeloid neoplasm, in which case item d is not valid). SM is
confirmed with the major criteria and at least one minor criterion, or more than three minor criteria.1,2

MCL is an extremely rare subtype of SM, accounting for less than 0.5% of SM. It can be divided into de novo or
secondary to earlier mastocytosis, and the ratio of the two subtypes is approximately 3:1. MCL is fatal because of its
systemic nature and resistance to current therapeutic agents.3 The diagnostic criteria for MCL are as follows: 1) the
establishment of SM diagnosis; 2) neoplastic infiltration by atypical MCs in BM biopsy; and 3) the presence of atypical
MCs in marrow with or without other internal organs (more than 20% of BM nucleated cells).2 Traditionally, MCL
includes an aleukemic variant (in most cases) when the percentage of atypical MCs < 10% of peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and a classical/leukemic variant when the percentage ≥ 10%.4 MCL can be further
subdivided into chronic versus acute MCL types, and the latter type follows a more aggressive course, with the presence
of ≥ 1 C-findings (including cytopenia, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, and gastrointestinal or skeletal involvement).5

Neoplastic MCs usually express KIT (CD117), tryptase, and CD25, with or without coexpression of CD2. Genetically,
they often contain one or more somatic mutations, represented by activating mutations of KIT.

Germ cell tumors (GCTs) are the most common cancer among men in adolescents and young adults. Most patients
have a favorable prognosis with effective chemotherapy, whereas certain subtypes like primary mediastinal GCTs (PM-
GCTs) have high incidences of secondary malignant neoplasms, wherein the hematologic malignancies particularly
myeloid neoplasms are the most frequent concomitant neoplasms.6,7 This study reported an acute MCL case of a young
male patient who had a rare phenotype and genetic mutants with a history of primary malignant mediastinal GCT.

Case Presentation
A 20-year-old Asian male patient, who had no family history of tumor and genetic diseases, presented with a painful
anterior mediastinal mass in March 2010. The detection of tumor markers showed elevated serum alpha-fetoprotein
(AFP) at 327.6 ng/mL (normal range, 0–10.0ng/mL) and human chorionic gonadotropin (β-hCG) at 116.1mIU/mL
(normal range, 0–5.0 mIU/mL). He underwent a complete surgical tumorectomy, and the histopathology showed a
malignant mixed germ cell tumor encompassing seminoma and immature teratoma tumor components (Figure 1A-F).
After this resection, the patient recovered well, with significantly decreased AFP (85.4 ng/mL) and normal β-HCG (1.2
mIU/mL). He was then consolidated with 4 cycles of cisplatin-based chemotherapy concurrent with three-dimensional
conformal radiotherapy. A total absorbed dose of 3060 centigrays (cGy) in 17 fractions of 180Gy each was administered
to the primary mediastinal lesion, middle and superior mediastinum, and double supraclavicular area. However, at the
end of 2014, he experienced the recurrence of GCT with a metastatic lesion located on the posterior basal segment of the
lower lobe of the left lung. He then underwent pneumoresection, and the pathological result revealed a single immature
teratoma (Figure 1G-I). He subsequently received 6 cycles of consolidated chemotherapy, including vindesine, ifosfa-
mide, and cisplatin. Afterward, the patient remained in a stable remission condition.

At the beginning of 2020, he was urgently admitted to our hospital with 1 day of persistent chest pain and severe
fatigue. Clinical symptoms showed a low-grade fever, flushed skin, and splenomegaly. A complete blood cell count
showed anemia (hemoglobin: 8.2 g/dL), leukocytosis (15.66*109/L), and thrombocytopenia (38*109/L). Coagulation
tests demonstrated a higher D-dimer value (2340 µg/L) and a slightly prolonged activated partial thromboplastin time
(37.4 s). The routine chemical analysis detected a high level of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (878 U/L) in the peripheral
blood. The results of computed tomography scan and transabdominal ultrasound revealed hepatosplenomegaly and
seroperitoneum. Positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) detected a diffuse increase in systemic
bone metabolism and hepatosplenomegaly with slightly increased FDG metabolism, which was consistent with the
manifestation of blood system diseases. There was no evidence indicating the second recurrence of GCT.

A peripheral blood smear revealed the existence of 22% MC-like immature cells. BM aspiration showed substantial
infiltration (67% of all nucleated cells) from morphologically heterogeneous atypical circles to oblong cells containing
abundant cytoplasm with metachromatic coarse granules. Chemical staining results showed that atypical cells were
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negative for nonspecific esterase (NSE), peroxidase (POX), and naphthol AS-D chloroacetate esterase staining (NAS-
DCE), except for toluidine blue staining (Figure 2). An analysis of the BM aspirate via multiparameter flow cytometry
revealed that abnormal cells were positive for CD45, CD117, CD13, CD33, and CD9 but weakly positive for CD2 and
CD22, and negative for CD16, CD7, κ, λ, CD19, CD38, HLA-DR, CD35, CD65, CD15, CD11b, CD123, CD79a, CD10,
CD25, CD34, and MPO (Figure 3). The chromosomal G banding analysis showed a normal karyotype (46, XY). 16
myeloid leukemia-associated fusion genes, including MLL-AF6, CBFB-MYH11, AML1-ETO, PML-RARα, and BCR-ABL,
were negative through reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). In addition, fluorescence in situ
hybridization detected that RARα rearrangement was negative. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) of the BM aspirate
identified stable mutations in TP53 P301Qfs*44, FLT3 R973X, SETBP1 N272D, and JAK3 I688F, whereas KIT
mutations were not detected. Their detailed nucleotide alterations and variant allele frequency (VAF) are shown in
Table 1. Four mutated genes were sequenced again via Sanger sequencing (Figure 4). The PCR primers that were used
are listed in Supplemental Table 1. The bone marrow biopsy revealed atypical cells that were mainly oval and short
spindle cells distributed in clusters and eosinophilic by hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining, accounting for 80% of the
nucleated cells. Immunohistochemical staining confirmed positivity for CD117 and negativity for MPO, CD25, and
CD34 (Figure 5).

Figure 1 The morphology of hematoxylin-eosin staining mediastinal mass, including primary (A–F) and metastatic GCT (G–I). The primary mass contained seminoma (10%)
and immature teratoma (90%) components. The seminoma cell was pleomorphic with abundant cytoplasm and distributed in clusters ((C–D), 200× and 400×). The
components of immature teratoma mainly included immature neural tube ((A–B), 200× and 400×), cartilage ((E), 200×), and glands ((F), 400×). The metastatic mass was a
mainly extensive deposition of osteoid connective tissue, surrounded by atypical epithelioid cells ((G), 200×, and (H–I), 400×). The neoplastic cells, featured with increased
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio and abnormal chromatin distribution, were arranged in irregular lacunar (H) and adenoid structures (I). The red or black triangles pointed to
the corresponding structure. GCT, germ cell tumor.
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The patient was first treated with 2 weeks of dexamethasone (10 mg/day for 1 week and then 5 mg/day for 1 week).
Surprisingly, his anemia and thrombocytopenia exhibited significant improvements. When confirmed the diagnosis of
MCL, the patient was transferred to another hospital for treatment. His following prognosis was further tracked. He was
again diagnosed with MCL and treated with the combination therapy of dasatinib (100 mg/day), ruxolitinib (5 mg/bid for
the first week and then 10 mg/bid as a maintenance treatment), and dexamethasone (20 mg/day for 1 week and then 10
mg/day for 4 days). After two weeks of treatment, his condition displayed evident remission, particularly a notable
decrease in spleen size. Nevertheless, he subsequently died of acute respiratory distress syndrome after undergoing the
first cycle of combination chemotherapy with cladribine (9.5 mg d1-5) and cytarabine (1930 mg d1-5). The patient’s
survival time was 2.4 months after the initial presentation of MCL.

Discussion
In this case, a male patient was first reported as having acute MCL secondary to a previous PM-GCTs. As a group of
neoplasms commonly occurring in the gonads, GCT is a model of curable cancer that often has a satisfactory outcome
with cisplatin-based chemotherapy.8 However, primary mediastinal GCTs, which have a predilection for male patients
and those with Klinefelter syndrome, tend to have a poor prognosis due to the evolution of neoplasms in other somatic
types and resistance to cisplatin, especially when regarding secondary hematologic malignancies (S-HMs), with a median
survival time of fewer than 6 months.9 The association of PM-GCTs and S-HMs is an uncommon but well-recognized

Figure 2 The features of morphology and chemical staining in the case. The morphology of Wright-Giemsa-stained marrow smear (A–C) and peripheral blood smear (D)
was shown, 1000×, and the red triangle pointed to atypical mast cells. The results of chemical staining were negative for POX (E), NAS-DCE (F), and NSE (G), and was
positive for Toluidine Blue (H–I), 1000×. The red triangles pointed to the positive cells in the corresponding staining.
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entity (Table 2).6 The HMs preceded by or concurrent with PM-GCTs are mostly acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (the
largest proportion is acute megakaryoblastic leukemia), which share more genetic similarities (characterized by iso-
chromosome 12p [i12p] and/or TP53 mutations) with PM-GCTs rather than primary AML, thus supporting the

Figure 3 Multi-color flow cytometry analysis of cell surface markers of marrow mononuclear cells. Partial markers of the detected were presented. The cluster of cells
colored in red indicated the leukemic cells.

Table 1 Mutations Detected in Secondary MCL

Gene Accession No. Exon Nucleotide Alteration Amino Acid Change VAF (%) Mutation Type

TP53 NM_000546 8 c.902delC p.P301Qfs*44 13.2 FM

FLT3 NM_004119 24 c.2917C>T p.R973X 58.4 NM

SETBP1 NM_015559 4 c.814A>G p.N272D 48.4 MM
JAK3 NM_000215 16 c.2062A>T p.I688F 57.3 MM

Abbreviations: VAF, Variant allele frequency; FM, Frameshift mutation; NM, Nonsense mutation; MM, Missense mutation.
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hypothesis that a common cancer progenitor cell with the capacity to differentiate into germ cells and hematopoietic
lineages may evolve into both tumors (Table 2).

In this case, the diagnosis of acute MCL was based on the implementation of SM with the major criteria (dense
infiltration of over 15 aggregated MCs in the marrow) and one minor criterion (>25% atypical MCs in the marrow
aspirate and biopsy), with the addition of up to 22% atypical MCs in PBMCs and C-findings that included splenomegaly

Figure 4 Sanger sequencing of genomic PCR products of bone marrow mononuclear cells. The detailed information of 4 genetic mutations, including TP53, FLT3, SETBP1,
and JAK3, was written below the corresponding peak diagram. The black arrow pointed to the mutant base. PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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and cytopenia. In addition, the typical morphology and positive results of chemical staining with toluidine blue played
decisive roles in the differential diagnosis of MCs.

The patient’s leukemic cells were heterogeneous in morphology, varying widely in size and shape with a rare
phenotype and genetic manifestations. The neoplasm cells were phenotypically positive for CD117 and CD9 but weakly
positive for CD2 and negative for CD25. Previous reports of SM have revealed that the expression levels of CD2 and
CD25 are gradually decreased, along with malignant progression.10,11 It has been reported that 38% of MCL cases have a
double-negative CD2/CD25 immunophenotype, and the positive coexpression of CD2 and CD25 has a significantly
higher proportion in MCL patients with KIT D816V than in those with no missense variant (66% vs 25%, respectively).3

Furthermore, the secondary MCL in the case had no representative genetic aberration of i(12p), which was identical with
a previous report where two MCLs cases associated with PM-GCTs harbored the normal karyotype.9

MCL has typical genetic characteristics. The proportion of gain-of-function somatic mutations in KIT, including KIT
D816V and other KIT mutants at exons 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 17, is approximately 90%.5 In addition, KIT D816V may be
accompanied by additional genetic variants that jointly contribute to malignant expansion. Patients with additional

Figure 5 Morphologic and immunohistochemical features of the case. Marrow biopsy showed the architecture was diffusely infiltration by clusters of oval and short spindle
cells ((A and B), 200× and 400×). The neoplastic cells were positive for CD117 (C), but almost all negative for MPO (D), CD25 (E), and CD34 (F), 200×.
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Table 2 Summary of Cytogenetic Features of PM-GCTs with Concomitant HMs. The Table Only Summarizes the Reported Patients (Published in PubMed Until April 2022) Whose
Molecular Testing Was Performed in at Least One Sample Either Primary PM-GCT or Concomitant HM. Only the Most Relevant/Recurrent Molecular Abnormalities Reported are
Shown

Ref aHistology (GCTs) Age (y) (GCTs) Sex bKS aHistology (HMs) cMolecular Analysis dMolecular Abnormalities fInterval
(mo)

gSurvival
(mo)

GCTs HMs GCTs HMs

19 Mixed 15 Male No AML M1 na CG na i12p 11 1

MT, IT 13 Male No AML M0 na CG na i12p 10 0

Mixed 13 Male Yes MS CG CG i12p i12p 3 N/A

20 MT+Y 24 Male No MDS; AML M2+M6 na CG na i12p 11 4

21 Y, IT, RMS, LMS 19 Male No AML M2 CG CG i12p i12p 11 2

IT, S, Y 27 Male No AML M4 na CG na – S 5

IT 16 Male Yes AML M5 na CG na i12p S 1

22 Y, IT 19 Male No AML M2 CG CG i12p i12p, −5q 10 2

18 MT+Y (4) MT+IT+Y
(1)

16–30 Male Yes
(1)
No
(4)

AML M4 (1) M6 (1) M6
+M7 (1) M7 (2)

na (5) CG(5) na (5) i12p (2), - (3) 0–39 na

23 IT+Y 24 Male No MDS (RAEB-T) na CG na - 39 9

IT 17 Male No MPD na CG na - S 3

24 NS 33 Male No AML M7 WES WES +12p,
TP53,
PTEN

+12p, TP53, PTEN S 5

25 MT+SARC 23 Male No AML M6 sanger CG, TS TP53,
NRAS

TP53, NRAS 4 11

26 S 17 Male No AML M7 Array, TS CG, array, TS i12p,
TP53,
PTEN

i12p, TP53, PTEN S na

27 IT, Y 37 Male Yes AML M7 CG, WES CG, WES +12p,
TP53,
PTEN

+12p, TP53, PTEN S 6

28 MT, SARC 17 Male Yes AML M7 CG, WES WES +12p,
KRAS,
TP53,
PTEN

+12p, KRAS, TP53, PTEN 4 1

29 NS 30 Male No MH+AML
(M1)

na CG na MH: +1, −13; M7: +1, −13, −5q 7 na
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9 Y 25 Male No MCL na CG na - 35 5

IT 35 Male No MCL na CG na - 13 16

7 Y, T 25 Male No MDS+HS WES WES, CG i12p,
RRAS2,
BCOR,
TP53

MDS: i12p, RRAS2, BCOR, TP53;
HS: RRAS2, BCOR, eTP53, NRAS.

12.4 N/A

T, Y 19 Male No HS+CMML + AML M7 WES, CG WES, CG TP53,
PIK3CD,
+1q, +21q

AML:TP53, PIK3CD, +1q, +21q, −7q;
CMML:TP53, PIK3CD HS: TP53,

PIK3CD, NRAS

10.1 15.1

T, Y 28 Male No AML (non-M7) + MDS na TS na TP53 5.7 8.2

T 18 Male No AML (non-M7) TS na TP53,
NRAS,
RRAS2

na 11.5 1.7

Y, T 28 Male Yes MDS + AML (non-M7) WES, CG WES, CG (MDS) i12p,
KRAS,
eTP53,
ARID1A

i12p, KRAS, eTP53 4.8 7.2

CC 21 Male No MDS WES WES, CG TP53 TP53 5.8 3.7

T 24 Male No HS na TS na TP53, KRAS S 4.9

na 33 Male No HLH na TS na TP53, PTEN, NRAS 1.1 3.1

T, Y 25 Male No AML(non-M7 CG CG i12p - 6 0.3

S, E 26 Male No TCL + HLH TS TS (TCL) TP53,
PTEN

TP53 2.4 0.6

T, Y 24 Male Yes CMML-2 + HLH WES WES, CG (CMML) i12p,
KRAS,
AKT1

i12p, KRAS, MED12 S 2.5

Y 36 Male No AML M7 CG CG i12p i12p 1 4.6

T 20 Male No Mastocytosis TS CG TP53,
PTEN

i12p 7.5 56.1

This
study

IT, S 20 Male No MCL na CG, TS, sanger na TP53, FLT3, SETBP1, JAK3 119.4 2.4

Abbreviations: GCTs, Germ cell tumors; PM-GCTs, Primary mediastinal GCTs; HMs, Hematologic malignancies; Ref, References; aPM-GCT histologies: T, Teratoma; S, Seminoma; Y, Yolk sac Tumor; E, Embryonal; NS, Non-seminoma;
MT, Mature teratoma; IT, immature teratoma; CC, Choriocarcinoma; LMS, Leiomyosarcoma; RMS, Rhabdomyosarcoma; Mixed, Mixed germ cell tumors, the specific components were not available; SARC, Sarcomatous components; HM
histologies: MS, Myeloid sarcoma; HS, Histiocytic sarcoma, MH, Malignant histiocytosis; AML, Acute myeloid leukemia, the subtypes were classified according to French-American-British classification; MDS, Myelodysplastic syndrome;
RAEB-T, Refractory anemia with excess blasts in transformation; MPD, Myeloid proliferative disease; HLH, Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis; TCL, T-cell lymphoma; CMML, Chronic myelomonocytic leukemia; MCL, Mast cell
leukemia; bKS, Klinefelter syndrome; cMolecular analysis: WES, Whole exome sequencing, TS, target or panel gene sequencing; CG, Cytogenetics analysis (Karyotype or FISH); sanger, sanger sequencing; array, single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) array analysis; dMolecular abnormalities: Shared alterations between MGCTand HM were marked in bold; Dashed line (-) indicate no relevant/recurrent abnormalities reported; i12p, Isochromosome 12p; -, loss of
chromosomal fragment; +, gain of chromosomal fragment; Losses and gains can involve entire chromosomes or individual chromosome arms (p, short arm and q, long arm) e TP53 mutation type (amino acidic position) differs between
MGCTand HM; f Interval, Time from GCT diagnosis to first HM (months); S, Synchronous; g Survival, Time from first HM diagnosis to death (months); N/A, reported patient was still alive; na, data not available or analysis not performed.
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aberrations have shorter overall survival (OS) than those with KIT D816V alone. A multivariable risk analysis of MCL
patients indicates that mutations in SRSF2, ASXL1, or RUNX1 (S/A/Rpos), which have been revealed to have oncogenic
functions in myeloid malignancies, are the only dependent risk factors. S/A/Rpos patients with MCL have a more
aggressive phenotype, a lower response rate, more resistance to disparate treatment modalities, and poorer survival than
S/A/Rneg MCL.12 However, secondary MCL exhibited a classical genetic aberrance of TP53 frameshift mutation as the
patient developed in the setting of PM-GCTs, while also exhibiting three infrequent genetic mutations (Table 1).

In this case, themutation locus of TP53 P301Qfs*44 is adjacent to the DNA binding domain (DBD, codons 94–297), a hot-
spot mutation region. TP53 mutations in AML are considered independent high-risk factors with a poor prognosis.13

Consistently, TP53 mutation is regarded as one of the typical genetic characteristics in S-HM preceded by mediastinal
dysgerminoma (Table 2). Besides, a previous study reported that an ASM patient had a history of ovarian dysgerminoma, and
TP53 developed a somatic nonsense mutation in the dysgerminoma and bone marrow of the ASM period.14 FLT3 is an
oncogene of the receptor tyrosine kinase family involved in the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoiesis. Activating
mutations represented by FLT3-ITD are closely related to tumorigenesis, especially AML. As previously reported for the
exclusive relationship of FLT3-ITD and TP53mutations in AML,13 a rare nonsense mutation of FLT3 R973X occurred in our
case, corresponding to the inactivating mutation of TP53.

SETBP1 mutations, first identified in Schinzel-Giedion syndrome, are considered biomarkers of myelodysplasia/
myeloproliferative neoplasm overlap syndrome. Additionally, SETBP1 hotspot mutations within a conserved 11-nucleo-
tide region (amino acids 868–871) are often detected in secondary AML and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia. It has
further been reported that only hotspot mutations can induce the resistance and poor prognosis of myeloid neoplasms.15

The role of SETBP1 nonhotspot mutations is currently elusive, such as what occurred with SETBP1 N272D in our case.
Along with SETBP1 mutations, a nonreceptor tyrosine kinase JAK3 mutation is identified as the secondary mutation in
juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia (JMML), whereas the latter is involved not in the initiation but the progression of
JMML, thus indicating a poor prognosis.16 JAK3 mutation is a driver mutation frequently reported in T lineage acute
lymphoblastic leukemia. Recurrent JAK3 V722I is reported in malignant struma ovarii, which is a specific ovarian
teratoma.17 Consistent with JAK3 V722I, the mutation site of JAK3 I688F is located in the same protein domain (protein
kinase 1), thus potentially harboring a similar function.

When regarding the case, we propose the following hypothesis. First, the mutation burden caused by chemotherapies
with platinum-based drugs and radiotherapy in the primary solid tumor influences the evolution of hematopoietic cells
and further progression to secondary leukemia. Second, the leukemic conditions originating from a PM-GCTs progenitor
cell are capable of undergoing hematopoietic differentiation into the subsequent hematological malignancy, which is
consistent with an earlier study.18 Finally, a competing hypothesis is that there is a shared precursor in the germ cell
lineage harboring the p53 pathway alteration for the primary malignant GCT and the secondary MCL, and the latter is
gradually developed in the setting of additional “driver mutations”, which is supported by the latest evidence.7 Future
studies to explore the potential germline genetic predisposition for the development of hematologic neoplasms in the
setting of PM-GCTs are prospective.

There were some defects in this case. First, due to clinical laboratory limitations, the concentration of serum tryptase
was not examined to investigate the correlation between tryptase expression and leukemic development. In addition, the
patient’s relatives refused to perform gene sequencing, and specimens in the period of PM-GCTs were also not examined
for genetic alterations. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether these gene mutations are germline or somatic.

Conclusion
In this case, acute MCL preceded by malignant mediastinal GCT had similar clinical symptoms and morphological
manifestations but distinctly different genetic profiles than primary MCL. The characteristic morphology of MCL
provides the most pivotal evidence that led our diagnosis in the correct direction. A competing hypothesis is that there
is a common embryonal cancer stem cell between the PM-GCTs and the secondary MCL, and the latter is gradually
developed in the setting of additional “driver mutations”. Future studies to explore the potential germline genetic
predisposition for the development of hematologic neoplasms in the setting of PM-GCTs are prospective.
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